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List of options for thinking preferences  Template E1 p1 

SENSES    e.g.: Visual    -    Auditory    -    Experience (Kinaesthetic, movement, 
       including writing) 

 
Seeing 

wide variety of uses of colour - tables - flow charts - graphs - drawing - pictures 
diagrams - charts - mind maps - time lines - cartoons - mandalas - reading text 

 
Hearing 

reader  -  lecturer  -  tape recorder  -  voices (in your head)  -  TV  -  radio 
discussions  -  music  -  verbal rehearsal  -  mnemonics 

 
Speaking 

explaining to others  -  discussion groups  -  work-study partner 
singing information  -  speaking or singing to a tape recorder or oneself 

 
Experiencing (Kinaesthetic) 

writing notes  -  writing prose (continuous passages)  -  drawing  -  doodling 
making any of the list under ‘Seeing’ above 
the doing elements of Myers-Briggs motivation, holistic thinking, linear thinking and 

Multiple Intelligences 
walking  -  running  -  athletic movements 
using body memory  -  using hands while talking 

 
Smell, Taste, Environment 

these can be important influences on cognitive processes 
 
 

MYERS-BRIGGS MOTIVATION 

S: practical, functional tasks  useful skills  thinking with hands 
 

N: intriguing ideas and plans future possibilities  theories of the past 
 

T: logic  analysis  efficiency 
 

F: caring for other people caring for self   caring about a subject 
 

P: asking questions  exploring 
 

J: making statements  organising 
 

I: making sense of internal thoughts  works on own or in small groups 
 

E: interactive with the world around  works in large groups 
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HOLISTIC THINKING (previously  called  right-brain thinking) 

Analogy  -  Metaphor 
Uses the ability to make connections between two unlike things by recognizing that, 
in some way, they share a common trait or are examples of a common principle. 

 
Holistic view 
 
Visual/Spatial Thinking 

Careful perception 
Graphic representation: 

charts    mind maps    time lines    cartoons    mandalas    (see ‘Seeing’ page 1) 
Visualization: 

thinking in pictures          making links           manipulating internal vision 
 
Fantasy 

Experiencing fantasy 
Observation fantasy 
Identification fantasy 

 
Music and Movement (Kinaesthetic learning = learning through movement) 

Singing study-notes/instructions 
Doing a physical movement while learning. 

 
Direct Experience 

Laboratory experiments Field trips 
Real objects   Hands on, doing oneself 
Original sources  -  artefacts, original documents 
Simulation    Role play 

 
 

LINEAR THINKING (previously called left-brain thinking ) 

making lists  analysis using language rational argument 
logic   abstract ideas 
 
 

MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES 

Visual-Spatial    Maths-Logic 
Linguistic    Musical 
Body-Kinaesthetic   Naturalist 
Inter-personal (others)  Intra-personal (self) 

 


